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THERMAL BRUSH

CR131P CR130P CR129

Snag Free handle and heat resistant material adds durability and strength. 
Added boar bristles for maximum control and smoothing.
Ceramic eliminates frizz and creates silky smooth hair evenly spreading heat so that hair dries faster.
Ceramic omits negative ion when heated and assists in breaking down bacteria build-up.
Ion bristles reduce static and seals the hair cuticle.

* MORE SIZE AVAILABLE : 80MM, 65MM, 25MM, 20MM



THERMAL BRUSH

CR133PP CR132PP CR131PP

* MORE SIZE AVAILABLE : 80MM, 65MM, 25MM, 20MM

Snag Free handle and heat resistant material adds durability and strength. 
Added boar bristles for maximum control and smoothing.
Ceramic eliminates frizz and creates silky smooth hair evenly spreading heat so that hair dries faster.
Ceramic omits negative ion when heated and assists in breaking down bacteria build-up.
Ion bristles reduce static and seals the hair cuticle.



PADDLE BRUSH

CR600W CR600B CR600PCR600M

Durable pin bristle paddles with cushion padding.
Smoothes and detangles hair.
Flexible padding adjusts to the contour of the scalp.



PADDLE BRUSH

CR600W CR600W CR600W

Durable pin bristle paddles with cushion padding.
Smoothes and detangles hair.
Flexible padding adjusts to the contour of the scalp.



PADDLE BRUSH

CR500W CR500W CR500W CR500W CR500W

Durable pin bristle paddles with cushion padding.
Smoothes and detangles hair.
Flexible padding adjusts to the contour of the scalp.



PADDLE BRUSH

CR500W CR500W CR500W CR500W

Durable pin bristle paddles with cushion padding.
Smoothes and detangles hair.
Flexible padding adjusts to the contour of the scalp.



PADDLE BRUSH

CR400W CR400W CR400W CR400W

Durable pin bristle paddles with cushion padding.
Smoothes and detangles hair.
Flexible padding adjusts to the contour of the scalp.



PADDLE BRUSH

CR400W CR400W CR400WCR400W CR400W

Durable pin bristle paddles with cushion padding.
Smoothes and detangles hair.
Flexible padding adjusts to the contour of the scalp.



PADDLE BRUSH

CR3403 CR3403 CR3403

Durable pin bristle paddles with cushion padding.
Smoothes and detangles hair.
Flexible padding adjusts to the contour of the scalp.



PADDLE BRUSH

CR1603 CR1603 CR1603 CR1603

Durable pin bristle paddles with cushion padding.
Smoothes and detangles hair.
Flexible padding adjusts to the contour of the scalp.



PADDLE BRUSH

CR1603W CR1603W CR1603W CR1603W

Durable pin bristle paddles with cushion padding.
Smoothes and detangles hair.
Flexible padding adjusts to the contour of the scalp.



PADDLE BRUSH

F500 F500 F500 F500

Durable pin bristle paddles with cushion padding.
Smoothes and detangles hair.
Flexible padding adjusts to the contour of the scalp.



PADDLE BRUSH

CR2303 CR2304 CR2304

Durable pin bristle paddles with cushion padding.
Smoothes and detangles hair.
Flexible padding adjusts to the contour of the scalp.



PADDLE BRUSH

CRPM CRPM

Durable pin bristle paddles with cushion padding.
Smoothes and detangles hair.
Flexible padding adjusts to the contour of the scalp.



PADDLE BRUSH

CRPMW CRPMW CRPMW

Durable pin bristle paddles with cushion padding.
Smoothes and detangles hair.
Flexible padding adjusts to the contour of the scalp.



PADDLE BRUSH

CRPMW CRPMW CRPMW CRPMW

Durable pin bristle paddles with cushion padding.
Smoothes and detangles hair.
Flexible padding adjusts to the contour of the scalp.



PADDLE BRUSH

CR700T CR700T

Durable pin bristle paddles with cushion padding.
Smoothes and detangles hair.
Flexible padding adjusts to the contour of the scalp.



PADDLE BRUSH

CR800T CR800T CR800T

Durable pin bristle paddles with cushion padding.
Smoothes and detangles hair.
Flexible padding adjusts to the contour of the scalp.



MINI BRUSH

MINI-VP MINI-VP MINI-VP MINI-VP MINI-VP MINI-VP

For Travel, purse or gym.
Penetrates hair easily, smoothes and adds shine.
Cleans and stimulates.
Enhances healthy hair growth.



MINI BRUSH

MINIMINI MINI MINI MINI MINI

For Travel, purse or gym.
Penetrates hair easily, smoothes and adds shine.
Cleans and stimulates.
Enhances healthy hair growth.



FLEX VENT BRUSH

F100 F100 F100 F100

Perfectly meet the contours of the head to massage the scalp and stimulate production of natural oil.
This promotes hair growth, reduces static and prevents breakage.
Multiple sizes, bristle types, and colors.



FLEX VENT BRUSH

F100P F100P F100P F100P

Perfectly meet the contours of the head to massage the scalp and stimulate production of natural oil.
This promotes hair growth, reduces static and prevents breakage.
Multiple sizes, bristle types, and colors.



FLEX VENT BRUSH

F200 F200 F200 F200

Perfectly meet the contours of the head to massage the scalp and stimulate production of natural oil.
This promotes hair growth, reduces static and prevents breakage.
Multiple sizes, bristle types, and colors.



FLEX VENT BRUSH

F200P F200P F200P F200P

Perfectly meet the contours of the head to massage the scalp and stimulate production of natural oil.
This promotes hair growth, reduces static and prevents breakage.
Multiple sizes, bristle types, and colors.



FLEX VENT BRUSH

F300 F300 F300

Perfectly meet the contours of the head to massage the scalp and stimulate production of natural oil.
This promotes hair growth, reduces static and prevents breakage.
Multiple sizes, bristle types, and colors.



FLEX VENT BRUSH

F300P F300P F300P F300P

Perfectly meet the contours of the head to massage the scalp and stimulate production of natural oil.
This promotes hair growth, reduces static and prevents breakage.
Multiple sizes, bristle types, and colors.



FLEX VENT BRUSH

F400 F400P

Perfectly meet the contours of the head to massage the scalp and stimulate production of natural oil.
This promotes hair growth, reduces static and prevents breakage.
Multiple sizes, bristle types, and colors.



SET BRUSH

F500 F300 F400P

Paddle brushes are best used for smoothing, detangling, and reducing static. 
Flex Brush bends to perfectly meet the contours of the head to massage the scalp and stimulate production of natural oil.
This promotes hair growth, reduces static and prevents breakage.



NEW HANDLE


